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Saba Phono Super 8, 1957 – 1958 


 
This is a clean table radio and record player built around 1958. Four bands, LW, MW, SW and FM. 
Double tuning index with coaxial knobs for AM and FM. Adjustable built-in ferrite antenna. 
Separate treble and bass controls, plus one tone register key. Four speakers, including two tweeters 
in the sides. Perpetuum Ebner four speeds turntable with PE10 monophonic cartridge. 
 
7 tubes: EC92, EC92, ECH81, EBF89, EABC80, EL84, EM84, plus selenium bridge rectifier. 
 
Key features: 
 
 Built-in record player 
 Four speakers 
 Excellent sound! 
 


Keep them alive! 








Saba Meersburg Automatic 125 Stereo, 1960 – 1961 
 


 
 
A huge radio from the early sixties Saba production. Four bands, LW, MW, SW and FM. The 
design and the manufacture were at the top levels. Automatic, motor driven tuning. Stereo 
capabilities from record sources; the dual audio amplifier was switched into a push-pull like 
configuration when mono operation was required; four speakers.  
 
Nine tubes, EC92, EC92, ECH81, EF85, EABC80, ECL86, ECL86, ECL80, EABC80, EM84, 
plus B250C125 and E25C2 selenium rectifiers. 
 
Key features: 
 
 Automatic, motor tuning. Antibacklash fiber reduction gears 
 Lighted keys 
 Stereo amplifier, four speakers 
 Top sound, full of loud and deep basses! 
 


  
 
  
 


Keep them alive! 








Saba Meersburg Automatic 11 Stereo, 1961 – 1962 
 


 
 
This huge top radio well represents the golden age of equipment using only electron tubes. Inside 
the modern looking wooden cabinet it collects the most refined solutions available in the early 
sixties. As usual, the radio covers three AM (LW, MW and KW) and one FM bands. All was 
designed and built to simply give the best, no compromise. Some of the remarkable features 
include: automatic motor driven tuning, stereo audio amplifier, switched into a push-pull like 
configuration when mono operation was selected, four speakers. The class of the equipment can be 
well understand considering the impressive figure of 13 lamps and indicator lights inside the front 
panel! 
 







Nine tubes, EC92, EC92, ECH81, EF85, EABC80, ECL86, ECL86, ECL80, EABC80, EM84, plus 
B250C125 and E25C2 selenium rectifiers. 
 
Key features: 
 
 Automatic, motor tuning. Antibacklash fiber reduction gears 
 Lighted keys 
 Stereo amplifier, four speakers 
 Top sound, full of loud and deep basses! 
 


  
 
  
 


Keep them alive! 








Saba Meersburg Automatic 7, 1956 


 
 
Here is another huge and beautiful radio from Saba, built from late 1956 to 1957. It was a top class 
model, with automatic motor tuning. Four speakers. Very attractive solutions in the front panel, 
such as the ferrite antenna dial, surrounding the tuning indicator.  
 
Ten tubes: EC92, EC92, ECH81, EF89, EBF89, EF86, EL84, EABC80, ECL80, EM34, plus two 
semiconductor diodes, E25C5 and E62.5C5 and the selenium bridge B250C125. 
 
 
 
 
 


Keep them alive! 








Radio Saba Meersburg WII, early 1953 
 


 
This huge radio was built in 1953. The mahogany cabinet is very attractive, with the beautiful 
rounded corners of the age. There are two coaxial tuning knobs on the right, the smaller one used 
for two in line dials: FM (UK) and short-wave band-spread (K Lupe). Two keys select the band-
width. The tone control rotary switch, on the left coaxial with the volume control, has five positions 
and drives the audio response graphic display visible on the right. The EL34 output amplifier drives 
two speakers. Seven tubes, plus the selenium bridge rectifier: EC92, EC92, ECH81, EF85, 
EABC80, EL34, EM71, B250C110. 
 
Key features: 
 
 Smooth tuning plus SW bandspread 
 Two keys for bandwidth control 
 Five position tone control w graphic display 
 EL34 output amplifier; loud basses 


 
Keep them alive! 








Saba Freudenstadt  12 , 196  - 1961 Stereo 5 0


ooks very similar to the model Freudenstadt 100. Indeed it differs for the stereo audio 
amplifier: depressing the ‘Stereo pick-up’ key, the two EL95s operate as independent class A 
amplifiers, each driving a couple of speakers; when the ‘Mono pick-up’ is actuated or the tuner is 
select


 or single ended stereo audio amplifier 


 


 
This radio l


ed, the two power amplifiers are driven with opposite polarity, operating in a push-pull-like 
mode. Four speakers, two large elliptic ones asymmetrically disposed on the front and two round 
tweeters on each side. The radio has three AM and one FM bands, with double index driven by a 
single tuning knob through a double clutch mechanism actuated by the band change keys. Treble 
and bass tone controls, plus tone register key. The AM ferrite rod can be oriented from the panel. A 
remarkable feature, also found in other Saba radio sets, is the alternate action power switch key: the 
radio can be switched off leaving unchanged the latest selection, so to start again from it at the 
ower on.  p


 
Eight tubes plus the selenium bridge rectifier: EC92, EC92, ECH81, EBF89, ECC83, EL95, EL95, 


M84, B250C100. E
 


ey features: K
 
 Push-pull mono
 Four speakers 
 Top sound, full of deep bass notes! 
 
  
 


Keep them alive! 








Saba Villigen 6-3DE, 1956 
 


 
This radio, built in 1956, is an example of the Saba low end production. The radio has 
four bands, including FM, treble and bass controls and a knob (Peil) to rotate the AM 
ferrite rod antenna. Three speakers, one large on the front and two smaller on each 
side.  
 
Seven tubes: ECC85, ECH81, EF89, EABC80, EL84, EM80, EZ80. 
 
 
 


Keep them alive! 
 








Radio Saba Meersburg W4, 1954 
 


 
 
This radio, built in 1954, appears in its full elegance, with its rounded shape and the perfect 
matching of warm colours, mahogany, gold and ivory. The four bands, three AM and one FM, have 
two tuning dials driven by the two coaxial knobs on the right. Treble and bass controls. Built-in 
antennas, with the AM ferrite rod which can be oriented from the panel, by the inner knob on the 
left. Band switching keys light when selected. The radio has two coaxial speakers, one large 
elliptical woofer and a smaller electrostatic tweeter. Eight tubes, plus the selenium bridge rectifier: 
EF80, EC92, ECH81, EF42, EAF41, EABC80, EL84, EM71, B250C90. 
 
Key features: 
 
 Extremely smooth tuning mechanism 
 Lighted function selection keys 
 Warm and loud sound 
 
 
 
 


Keep them alive! 








Radio Saba Bodensee W III, 1953 


 
This radio was a medium to high class equipment, built in 1953. It shows rounded shape and warm 
colors, mahogany, gold and ivory, according to the style of its age. As usual, it has four bands, three 
AM, LW, MW, KW and FM, with two tuning dials driven by the two coaxial knobs on the right. 
Quite unusual, there was a further key, ORTS, to select a pre-tuned local broadcast. Available the 
bandspread (Lupe) through SW, driven by the FM tuning knob. The FM RF amplifier tube, EF80, is 
also used as tuned amplifier through LW and MW. Built-in antennas, with the AM ferrite rod which 
can be oriented from the panel, by the inner knob on the left. Treble and bass controls: the AM 
bandwidth is selected by a two position switch on the treble control. Band switching keys lighted 
when selected. The radio has one EL12, 8 Watts class A power amplifier, and two speakers, one 
large elliptical woofer and a smaller dynamic tweeter. Eight tubes, plus the selenium bridge 
rectifier: EF80, EC92, ECH81, EF41, EAF42, EABC80, EL12, EM71, B250C120.  
 
 Bandspread through SW; RF amplifier through LW and MW 
 Fixed tuning local broadcast key 
 Lighted function selection keys 
 Dual bandwidth in AM; dual de-emphasis in FM 
 EL12 audio output tube: 8W of warm and loud sound 


Keep them alive! 





